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Bookkeeping and Common Errors
 Understanding the difference between assets, liability and equity.

 Understanding the difference between cash vs. accrual
accounting.
 Understanding assets and depreciation vs. expenses.
 How to choose the right software for your business.
 Common entry errors in bookkeeping software:
 Overstating Income
 Overstating Expenses

Assets=Liabilities + Equity
 This basic accounting equation is the foundation of all modern double
accounting entries. When you make an entry into Quickbooks the program
works behind the scenes to balance this equation.
 Assets= Cash, Accounts Receivable, Fixed Assets, Notes Receivable
 Fixed Assets include- Equipment (such as an Excavator), Furniture (Such as desks),
Buildings, Automobiles.

 Liabilities=Debts your company owes. This can be long or short term. Common
liabilities include loans for equipment, mortgages, credit cards, payroll taxes
payable to the government and sales tax payable to the state.
 Equity= The owner’s investment and retained earnings in a company. Often the
most difficult to grasp.
 Why is this important?

Example: Opening Balance Equity

Cash vs. Accrual Accounting
 What is cash accounting?
 With cash accounting we recognize our income and expenses as we spend
money-not as we incur the bills or send out invoices.

 What is accrual accounting?
 With accrual accounting we recognize bills and income as they become due or
payable.

 Why is this important?

Cash vs. Accrual in Effect

Fixed Assets vs. Expenses
 An expense is a cost of doing business-payroll expenses or rock for an
excavation company. Packaging for an ecommerce company or straws
for an espresso stand. Indirect costs such as insurance, accounting fees
and utilities are also expenses. An expense is used or consumed in the year
or time period purchased.
 A fixed asset is long-term tangible piece of property a company owns that
it uses to generate revenue. An example is a building or equipment.
 A company records the value of the asset offset by the liability or cash
expenditure. The purchase of the asset is NOT an expense that is deducted from
your profit.
 For example-if we bought a mini-excavator in the current year and it cost $40,000
we would NOT deduct the entire $40,000 from the books. Instead we would enter
the mini-excavator as an asset and depreciate it.

Fixed Asset-Right and Wrong
Right Way!

Fixed Asset-Right and Wrong
Wrong Way!

How to Choose the Right Software for
your Business:
 Figure out your business needs:
 Do you have inventory?
 Do you plan on having employees and running payroll?
 Will you have fixed assets like vehicles and equipment? If so will there be many?
 Do you like having access to your books any time, any place? Or do you prefer
to have them only available on one computer?
 How much technology do you want to utilize?

Software Comparisons
Quickbooks Quickbooks Wave
Desktop
Online

Xero

 Cost:

$10-$60/month

$200-$500

FREE

$10-70/mo

 Cloud:

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

 Inventory:

At Higher Tiers

Yes

No

Yes

 Payroll:

Yes-$19+/mo

Yes-Flexible

Yes-$35+/mo

Yes

 Invoicing:

Yes-Email Also

Yes

Yes

Yes

 3rd Party:

Yes-Many
Apps

No

Yes

Yes

Common Entry Errors-Overstating
Income
 Cloud based
accounting can make
data entry easier with
bank feeds-but be
careful!
 Business owners who
enter payments
received by clicking
“ADD” and also
manually receiving the
payment will record
payment twice. This will
cause their income to
be over-stated

Common Entry Errors-Resolution
 The same error can also happen with expenses-especially if an expense has
been manually recorded but may be off by as little as a penny.
 Avoid this overstatement error by matching money received with an open
invoice or payment rather than simply adding a sale.
 The single, most important thing you can do to eliminate this error?
Reconcile your accounts.
 What is reconciling?
 Reconciling your account is a simple check and balance that requires you to
verify each transaction against your bank account. It may be tedious but it will
help you locate errors, omissions, and double entries. It will strengthen the
credibility of your statements and ensure you have accurate books.
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